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Abstract
Sensor nodes observing events, occurring in close proximity, gather data that are highly co-related. This work
uses work uses a double cluster head and a polynomial regression technique to exploit the spatialcorrelation of
the data in a three dimensional sensor network. The sensing nodes, sense the physical attribute and report
theirposition coordinates (x, y, z) and the sensed value to the nearest tree node. Another set of nodes,
categorized as thetree nodes, are responsible for generating a polynomial function of the received dataand
transmit the coefficients of regression to the parent tree node. The approach proceeds from the bottom to the
top. The query from the sink, receives a polynomial function which is generated by the root node of the tree in
each cluster tocompute the attribute value at any location within the boundary. The proposed approach aims to
save a lotof energy in the sensor network. Simulations, performed for differenttree heights, indicate that a tree
with a depth of four gives the best results.
Keywords: Data aggregation, Energy efficiency, Spatial correlation.

I. Introduction
Sensor nodes, in a wireless sensor network, are deployed to capture physical or environmental attribute. The
wireless communication and some level of intelligence for signal processing andnetworking of the data, enables
the sensor nodes to process the captured data and deliver it to the sink node in a multi hop fashion. The root
node, also known as the sink, acts as an accumulator of allthe data being sensed by the nodes. Sensor networks
have different real life applications such as, habitat monitoring, military applications etc.
Large scale wireless sensor networks suffer from energy problems.Hence energy savingtechniques are
employed.The operation of wireless sensor networks depends on the data which is sensed and transmitted to the
root node. The collection of sensor nodes monitor events and transmit their data. Dense deployment of sensor
nodes allow some kind of correlation between the data being sensed by them. The two kinds of correlation that
can exist in any given sensor network are:
 Spatial Correlation: Densely deployed sensor nodes produce data that are spatially correlated [9]. The
distance between the nodes determines the degree of correlation.
 Temporal Correlation: Periodic observations from nodes generate data that shows temporal correlation. It
has been observedthat many physical phenomena show temporal correlation betweeneach consecutive
observation of a sensor node. The degree ofcorrelation depends upon the temporal variation characteristics of
thephenomenon.
In this paper, we have proposed a scheme that uses a polynomial regression technique to exploit the spatial
correlation of the data in a three dimensional sensor network. The sensing nodes, sense the physical attribute and
report their position coordinates (x, y, z) and the sensed value to the nearest tree node. Another set of nodes,
categorized as the tree nodes, are responsible for generating a polynomial function of the received data and
transmit the coefficients of regression to the parent tree node. The approach proceeds from the bottom to the top.
The query from the sink, receives a polynomial function which is generated by the root node of the tree in each
cluster to compute the attribute value at any location within the boundary.
The rest of the paper is organized under the following headings: section II describes the related work in the
field of data aggregation in WSNs. The section IIIpresents the proposed approach. The simulation results are
presented in section IV. The section V conclude the proposed approach.
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II. Previous Work
Data aggregation can be done via data aggregation tree (flat networks) or by a clustering strategy if the
network is hierarchical. Considering the two types of networks, flat networks have equal nodes and connections
are set up between nodes that are within each other’s radio range, although constrained by connectivity
conditions and available resources. A hierarchical network unlike the flat network has all nodes typically
function both as switches/routers. One node in each cluster is selected as the cluster head (CH). In a hierarchical
network, the number of tiers can vary according to the number of sensor nodes. The cluster head is responsible
for routing the traffic, which essentially flows through the cluster head in every cluster. On the other hand, the
gateway nodes are responsible for maintaining connectivity among neighboring cluster heads. The hierarchical
network architecture is energy efficient for collecting and aggregating data from the entire WSN or all nodes
within a larger target region, using knowledge of their relative locations, but the flat network architecture is
often considered for transferring the sensor data between source-destination pairs separated by a large number of
hops. In a large scale of network, multi-hop communication mode is usually adopted in order to save energy. In
this scenario, the CHs closer to the BS will take on more forwarding tasks, which results in heavy overhead of
CHs, and these CHs will run out of power earlier than other nodes. It causes breakdown of the cluster and the
communication lost between CHs. This is called ‘‘hotspots’’ problem
Data correlation is an extensive field of research and a huge amount of literature exists to study data
correlation in WSN. The authors in [3], [4], [5] explore the theoretical aspects of the correlation. The aim of the
study of these works is to find the optimum rate to compress redundant information in the sensor observations.
A recent work in [6], studies the relation between spatiotemporal bandwidth, distortion, and power in large scale
WSNs.
Recent years have witnessed extensive research on in-network aggregation for WSNs [5, 8, and 9].
Enachescu et al. in [10]propose a very simple opportunistic aggregation scheme with near optimum performance
under widely varying scales of correlation. The scheme, proposed as Opportunistic Aggregation scheme, that
sends the data from a sensor to the central agent over a shortest path. The authors formalize a notion of
correlation that can vary according to a parameter k. The expected collision time of "nearby" walks on the grid
to the optimum cost of scale-free aggregation is then related. A randomized algorithm is used for routing
information on a grid of sensors that satisfies the appropriate collision time condition. The proposed approach
thus proves that the proposed scheme is a constant factor approximation (in expectation) to the optimum
aggregation tree simultaneously for all correlation parameters k. In-line data aggregation is essential for WSNs
where the energy resources are limited. Intanagonwiwat et al. have proposed an aggregation scheme in [10]. The
authors propose an approach based on adjusting the aggregation points which results in increased path sharing
and reduced overall consumption of energy. First a greedy incremental tree is created which is responsible
forthe establishment of a shortest path to the first source to the sink and hence the name, greedy. The other
sources are incrementally connected at the closest point on the existing tree. The results show that greedy
aggregation can achieve up to 45% energy savings over opportunistic aggregation in high-density networks
without adversely impacting latency or robustness.
Zhong et al. have presented an ultra-low power MAC scheme. When not in use, the radio devices can
be turned off to save energy. The advantage of this approach is its ability to take advantage of the redundant data
built in the network. The lost data can be efficiently recovered at the destination on the basis of the data from the
lost data’s neighborhood.The high spatial correlation between the data in close proximity allows the recovery
from the vast data available.
A Tree based polynomial regression algorithm, (TREG) is proposed by Banerjee et al. in [7]. The
method proposed in [7] is based on the degree of correlation between the sensor data. The authors propose to
use a multiple attribute-based binary tree, which with the help of a polynomial regression function, generates
aggregated data at the root node. The proposed approach is limited to 2D space in which the nodes sensing the
data,run a regression function to find a polynomial in the space coordinates (x, y). The coefficients of the
function are forwarded by each node and hence the raw data need not be sent. At every level, a regression
polynomial is found increasing the efficiency of the approximation function. The transmission of coefficients,
instead of the raw data, allows a constant data packet size for all the nodes, thereby saving a lot of energy.
In this paper, a novel data aggregation algorithm has been proposedto exploit the spatial correlation of
the data in a three dimensional sensor network by using polynomial regression technique. The proposed
algorithm is analysed on the basis of simulation results which prove the proposed algorithm to be better and
efficient than the existing approaches for data aggregation in a 3D space.
III.

Proposed Work

The proposed scheme uses a an energy- efficient routing protocol which adopts unequal clustering
technology to solve the hot spots problem and proposes double cluster head strategy to reduce the energy
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consumption of head nodes in the clusters. In this scheme, each cluster has two CHs. Main head is responsible
for forwarding data between the clusters and vice head is responsible for receiving and aggregating data within
each cluster. For this polynomial function based regression technique is used which results effective and energy
efficient data aggregation in WSN. In addition, to balance the energy consumption between cluster heads and
cluster members, a hybrid cluster head rotation strategy based on time- driven and energy-driven is proposed
The technique is effective for three dimensional space, and hence a wide area of application. In the present
work, the sensing field is divided into a number of clusters. Each cluster constructs a tree within the cluster,
through which the data is propagated to the root node. The simulation results for randomly deployed sensor
nodes are presented with different node densities.

A. Assumptions
We make the following assumptions in our work
1. The sensor nodes are stationary.
2. Each node knows its location coordinates (x, y, z) in the three dimensional space.
3. For all the simulations, we have assumed a binary tree.
4. The MAC protocol is collision free.
5. Energy consumed for computation is negligible as compared to energy consumed for data transmission
and data reception [17].
6. The base station not limits to energy.
7. Sensor nodes know the relative position of the base station in the field.
8. The sensor nodes are randomly distributed over the sensing field.
9. The Sensor nodes are densely deployed in the sensing field. This dense deployment of sensor network
achieving Quality of Service.
10. Sensor nodes are homogeneous in their architectures.
11. Sensor nodes are able to measure the current energy level.
B. Description of the scheme:
Our scheme is based on the fact that there is a correlation between attribute values and the location. Multiple
sensors, in close proximity, can detect the same event and give almost similar readings. The basic objective
here, being the aggregation of the sensed data in such a way so as to reduce the data redundancy.
a) Clustering
The clustering includes cluster head selection and cluster formation process.
In the cluster head selection process each sensor node chooses a random number between 0 and 1
separately. A node becomes the cluster head, if this number is lower than the calculated threshold for the node.
In the cluster formation process each cluster head broadcasts a join message within the sensing field.
On reception of the “join” message each non cluster head sensor node, decides to join the cluster head, if it
receives the join message more than once then the sensor node joins the nearest cluster head. After a constant
time interval cluster head receives join request messages from all the non-cluster head sensor nodes which
intend to join it.
After cluster formation each cluster head work as the root node and create a tree in cluster. Cluster head
randomly choose the sensor nodes for tree formation.
Vice CH selection. In order to alleviate the task load of CHs, we propose a double-CH mechanism. The main
CH is responsible for communication, and the vice CH is responsible for data collection and maintenance
within the cluster. The concept of VCH in the literature is presented to extend the network lifetime and handle
the nodes in a cluster after the inability of the current CHs to perform. Mostly, the node having second highest
residual energy in a cluster is selected as the VCH and it replaces CH’s functions in case of its energy drain. The
node with the highest rank in a cluster is selected as the CH. After selection, the CH announces itself in the
cluster by broadcasting a message. The member nodes send ACK messages along with their ranks. The CH
chooses the node with the highest rank as the VCH and declares it. After clusters set up phase, each vice CH
creates a TDMA schedule and broadcasts schedule to its all CMs. Based on the allocated time slot, each CM
collects and sends data to its Parent node and then node send this data to its corresponding vice CH. In order to
reduce the communication burden, the vice CH applies aggregation technique to process the data once it
receives data from all Parent nodes. Then the aggregated data are sent to the corresponding main CH. Finally,
main CHs transmit the data to the BS by multi-hop routing.

b) Tree Formation Algorithm
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A tree is formed within the cluster through which the sensed data is propagated to the root node.The steps of the
tree formation algorithm can be summarized as:
1. Select the Vice cluster head node as as the root of the binary tree. Using the value of tree height (h), the
number of nodes in the tree is computed.
2. 𝑁𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟𝑜𝑓𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑒𝑁𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑠 = 𝑁𝑡 = 2(ℎ + 1)– 1
3. The number of tree nodes to be selected= (𝑁𝑡 – 1).
4. Randomly select (𝑁𝑡 – 1)sensor nodes.
5. The distance for the randomly-selected node is then computed (from the root node).
6. Two nodes with minimum distance from the root node (closest to the rootnode) will become its children.
7. For all the remaining nodes compute their distance from both the newlyassigned child nodes.
8. Two nodes closest to the first node will become its children.
9. Similarly, two nodes closest to the second node, will become its children.
10. The process terminates when the tree formation is complete.
The tree formation takes place from top to bottom. It starts with the root node that we initialize first. The
number of tree nodes is randomly selected. But, how and at what level of the binary tree a node will join the tree
is determined by finding the distance between the nodes. Initially the root has two child positions available. Out
of the selected nodes, two nearest to the root will become its children. Then from the remaining nodes, the two
nearest to each child will become that child’s children. The algorithm thus progresses from top to bottom till the
tree formation is complete.
400
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Figure 1: Tree formation in cluster (Height 2)
After completion the tree formation we have three type of nodes in the network viz. the root node, the tree nodes
and the sensing nodes
The sensing nodes are responsible for capturing the attribute value and report it to the nearest tree node. Each
data packet, sent to the tree node, consists of:
 Sensed value of the parameter
 Its coordinates in space (x, y, z)
Many nodes send their data to the tree node. The tree node, on receiving the data from multiple sensing nodes,
runs the polynomial regressionfunction to get the coefficients of regression. The polynomial function in our
approach is given by:
𝑡 = 𝐹 (𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑧)
(1)
𝐹 (𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑧) = 𝑏0 + 𝑏1 𝑧 + 𝑏2 𝑦 + 𝑏3 𝑦𝑧 + 𝑏4 𝑥 + 𝑏5 𝑥𝑧 + 𝑏6 𝑥𝑦 + 𝑏7 𝑥𝑦𝑧(2)
Each tree node, then computes the range of coordinates (using the values of the coordinates sent from different
sensing nodes). The computed range is given by (xmin , xmax , ymin , ymax , zmin , zmax ) .Thus the minimum and
maximum value of x, y and z components of the coordinates is calculated. The eight coefficients of regression,
are then sent to the parent node, as well as the range of coordinates for which the coefficients have been
computed. The parent tree node on receiving the coefficients from its children has the following three sets of
data
1. Coefficients of regression + Range of Coordinates sent from first child
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2. Coefficients of regression + Range of Coordinates sent from second child
3. Sensed data + Coordinates sent from nearby sensing nodes.
Parent node

Child node 1

Child node 2

Tree node
Sensing node

Figure 2: Data transmission between nodes
The parent tree node uses the data set 1 to randomly generate points (x, y, z) such that each generated point lies
within the range of coordinates receivedin data set 1. It then uses the coefficients of regression received in data
set 1 tocompute the attribute values at the randomly generated points. So ultimately itgets the data (x, y, z, t)
where “t” is the attribute value at point (x, y, z) in space.It does a similar computation for the second set of data.
The third set of data that itreceived from the sensing nodes, is already in the form (x, y, z, t). Now the parent
node uses the combined data set for polynomial regression. It computes the coefficients of regression for the
same polynomial function and the combined set of data. It also computes the overall range of coordinates from
the three sets of data. It then sends the coefficients of regression and the range of coordinates to its parent tree
node. This process starts at the leaf nodes and stops at the root(Vice cluster head). At the end of the process the
root has the polynomial function that represents the attribute value as a function of coordinates in space. Instead
of querying the network for attribute value at any point (x, y, z), the root node can now use this polynomial
function to compute the attribute value for any node in the network using its (x, y, z) value.
IV.

Simulation Results

The simulation results for randomly deployed sensor nodes in a regular grid pattern in a 400 𝑚 × 400 𝑚 ×
400 𝑚 volume of space. The figure 3 (a) shows a sensor field in which the sensors have been deployed
randomly and the figure 3 (b) represents the cluster head selected in sensing field. The cluster head act as the
root node for every tree formed within the cluster.
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(b)
Figure 3 (a) Randomly Deployed Sensornodes. (b) cluster head as root node in cluster
A randomly generated temperature value which is spatially correlated in a region is used for the purpose of
simulations.
The following parameters were assumed as:
Table 1: Simulation parameters
Parameter
Value
The energy consumed to
10 pJ
receive 1 bit
Initial energy of each
1 mJ
sensor node
The energy consumed to
transmit 1 bit

10 pJ

A. Results for randomly deployed network
Simulations are performed for different treeheights, from 2 to 5 in a varying network density (i.e. number of
nodesin the network). The results are evaluated under the following metrics:
1. The accuracy of the approximation of thesensed parameter over the entire region in percentageerror
2. Percentage of Compression achieved
3. Energy Consumed in the tree nodes.
a) Percentage Error.
We computed thepercentage error as follows
𝐸𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑟 =

|𝑇𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑢𝑎𝑙 −𝑇𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑢𝑡𝑒𝑑 |
𝑇𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑢𝑎𝑙

× 100(3)

Where 𝑇𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑢𝑎𝑙 is the actual temperature value at apoint and 𝑇𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑢𝑡𝑒𝑑 is the computed temperature with
proposed scheme.
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Figure 4. Percentage Error vs. TreeHeight
In Figure 4, shows a decrease in thepercentage error as the height of the tree increases.As the tree height
increases, a larger area can be covered leading to a bettersensed parameter over the region.The maximum error
is obtained with the tree with depth 2. A tree with a heightof 4, covers the entire network and is able to
approximatethe network more efficiently. Although there is not much significant improvement inaccuracy as the
tree height increases from 4 to 5.
b)
Data Compression.
Data packets of the same size, is transmitted by each nodeto their parent node. This transmission isindependent
of the number of sensing nodes reportingtheir data to the tree node. The regression prohibits every tree node to
transmit all thedata that it received from sensing nodes. Percentage compression is computed and is given by:
𝐶𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 =

|𝐵𝑖𝑛𝑝𝑢𝑡 −𝐵𝑜𝑢𝑡𝑝𝑢𝑡 |
𝐵𝑖𝑛𝑝𝑢𝑡

× 100(4)

Where,Boutput andBinput are the bits transmitted andbits received by the tree nodes respectively. It is observed
that compression increases with an increase in the number ofnodes in the network increase.
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Figure 5. Percentage Compression vs.Number of Nodes
c) Energy Consumed in Tree Nodes.
Calculation of energy consumed in tree nodes is based on the assumption that all the tree nodes have
alreadyreceived the data from the sensing nodes.The graph indicates that the energy consumed in the tree isnot
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dependent on the number of nodes in the network.This is expected asnumber of transmissions in the tree
remains the same for a given tree height.
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Figure 6. Energy Consumed in TreeNodes
d) Comparison with two-dimensional polynomial
regression scheme.
The Figure 7, compares, a two dimensional TREG scheme [7]with the proposed scheme. Results prove that it is
more in percentage error as the two dimensional TREG scheme considers only the two dimensions in the
sensing space.
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Figure 7. Two DimensionalApproximation versus threeDimensional
e) Lifetime comparison.
Network lifetime is very important indicator for evaluating energy efficiency performance. The time of the first
death node appearance also can reflect stability of network to a certain extent. In this work, we take the death of
all nodes as end of network life- time. The network lifetime of four protocols is compared as shown in Figure:
5.10 The simulation results show that lifetime of LEACH is about 1050 rounds, DEBUC is about 1550 rounds,
UCNPD is about 1630 rounds, and UDCH is about 1870 rounds and for proposed Approach is about 1990. The
lifetime of LEACH is shortest due to the redundant data and unbalanced energy consumption. In proposed
Approach double-CH mechanism with polynomial function based regression technique is used therefore,
redundant data and energy balance are improved to some extent, and their lifetime is longer than other protocols.
f) Throughput comparison
Throughput is defined as the number of data packets successful received at BS. Figure shows results of
simulation where the throughput of given protocols is compared. The results show that LEACH receives about
260,000 packets totally during 2000 rounds, DEBUC receives about 500,000 packets, UCNPD receives about
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550,000 packets, UDCH receives about 610,000 packets
and Proposed Approach receives about 660000 packets.
LEACH receives most packets before first 500 rounds
due to large number of redundant data. After 500
rounds, dead nodes appear in LEACH; therefore, data
packet begins to reduce. DEBUC and UCNPD adopt
unequal cluster technology, so the distribution of the
cluster is more reasonable and energy consumption is
more balanced; the total amount of data packets is more
than LEACH. The death of sensor nodes is slowest in
Proposed Approach and the lifetime is the longest;
therefore, the total amount of packets is largest.
g ) Energy consumption comparison
Energy consumption implicitly reflects the status of network lifetime. The simulation results of energy
consumption are shown in Figure 5.12 The energy consumption of LEACH is larger than the other three
protocols due to random cluster distribution and redundant packets’ transmissions. DEBUC and UCNPD adopt
CH selection algorithm
Based on residual energy, which leads to more reasonable cluster distribution and more balanced energy
consumption; therefore, during the same time, energy consumption is smaller than LEACH. UDCH improves
CH selection algorithm and competition radius calculation algorithm, which makes the distribution of clusters
more reasonable.

V. Performance Analysis
A. Advantages
The scheme has following advantages:
1. For a polynomial with eight coefficients, the polynomial regression function requires eight unique and
independent sets of data. If the size of the data set increases, unlike the previous approaches, the proposed
approach partitions the data and generates a set of coefficients, which are individually sent. Even if the
size of the data set decreases, the proposed approach can efficiently generate the coefficients.
2. Reduced number of transmissions and therefore reduced energy consumption.
3. The coefficients of regression and minimum andmaximum coordinates are only sent to the parent node.
Reduced data size saves energy.
4. The regression scheme when employed on the data and reduces theredundancy.
B. Limitations
The limitations of the proposed approach are:
1. Results are presented for the specific temperature model. A different set may produce different results
2. A different set might require different function to efficiently approximate the pattern.
VI. Conclusions and Future Work
The Proposed scheme exploits the spatial correlation of attributes in athree dimensional sensor network. The
heart of the proposed scheme is an attribute-based tree in the clustered network andpolynomial regression at
every tree node when a dimension of the data is less.The root node computes the value ofphysical attribute at
any point in the sensor networkby inputting the coefficients of that point in a polynomial function.The
simulation result shows that the proposed technique performs than the previous technique.
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